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As the veil of sleep lifts from my head for the day……….

What time is it? What day is it?
What month are we in again? March. No April! Wait, is it May???? Noooo… YES,
YES it IS!!! – ALREADY??!!! Oh geez! It’s the LAST MONTH of school!!! Is it really
2020 still?
Am I dreaming all of this? Are we really still quarantined to our homes …???? No
school????
I can sleep in again today right? Good, because it’s past 6:00, Whew!
Once again, I have these random thoughts as I do nearly every morning it seems.

Random thoughts continue to float through my head as my feet hit the
floor….BUT ALAS! Coffee comes first! As the aroma fills the air and the brew
begins to hit my cup, I start to think about what needs to be done today, not for
me, but for my students of course! Afterall, I am a teacher; I am not on some long
term vacation here at home, free to willy nilly the I day away, no sir! I have a job
to do! No matter how strange it is to be teaching from home, with this thing they
call, “ Distance Learning” or “At Home Learning”. Who would have ever dreamed
we would be doing something like this?! It is all foreign territory indeed. Soooooo,
I will just keep navigating through it day by day, and do my best to meet the
needs of my students.

My students! I then begin to worry about my students. Are they ok? Do they have
enough food? How many are REALLY learning? WHAT are they really learning?
HOW are they really learning? What can I do to HELP them? Do they have a
computer? Wait…do they even have the internet, because what good is that
computer without the internet anyway? Have I done enough to keep them at
grade level and above? Are they slipping? Who should I worry about the most??
(a list runs through my head). Who do I not really need to worry about?? (another
list runs through my head). How can I best prepare them for 3rd grade with this
thing called, “Distance Learning?” YIKES!!!!!!!



All day long these questions and thoughts crowd my mind; In between the To Do
Lists, the Dojo messages, checking my emails, sending my emails, answering those
emails, planning lessons, planning meetings, attending virtual meetings by
hopping on Zoom, then hopping onto Loom to record a story (how many of us
even knew what Zoom and Loom WERE before all of this happened, for crying out
loud?)

Yes, it has also been a grieving process too. I miss those cute little faces every
single day! I miss hearing their stories, I miss the silly questions they ask, I miss
their hugs, I miss the relationships we had built, I miss reading stories to those
kiddos! I simply miss just being with them, and I miss being their teacher! This is
soooooo hard!

But I know as all teachers know, we are in this together as a family of sorts. We
will suck it up and we will persevere just as we always do, because we are
teachers, and teachers are amazing people!
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